
set up a few sky scraping buildings, but to the God that threw up the pgan- 
hc mountain bathing their peaks in the lofty blue Not to the gods whose 
invenhve power is limited to televlsions and electnc light bulbs, but to the 
God that threw up the radiant stars to bedeck the heavens like smnpng lat- 
ems of eternity 

Jan 1955 
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The False God of Pleasure 

[January 19551 

It is an old dream, as old as the Garden of Eden wth its luscious forbidden fruit 
so pleasing to the eye It was the fascinahng dream of the hedonist Epicums built 
for it a cauhous prudent philosophy It has been presented in the lacelike poetry of 
Omar Khayyam He says “Take the cash and let the credit go, nor heed the rumble 
of a distant drum ”8 He goes on to say “A book of Verses undeneath the Bough, a 
Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread-and 

But this doesn’t work For one thing we are mortal Thnlls play out, sensahons 
are short lived, pleasures pall Happiness is the harmony of all desires-mental, 
emotional social, spintual 

The more he sought life through pleasure, the more it eluded him The more he 
fed his hunger, the closer he came to famine The more he did what he liked, the 
less he liked what he did The path was disappoinhng It didn’t amve It didn’t lead 
to liberty 

[Montgomery, A h  1 
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8 Omar Khayyim (1048’- 1 1 2 2 )  was a Persian mathematxian and poet whose book of four-line 
poems, Rubuzyut, became well known in the Western world through Edward Fitzgerald’s English transla- 
tlon IGng quotes a portlon of Rubuzyut 13 (Khayyim, Rubuzybt [London Macmillan, igzg], p 31) 

g IGng quotes from Khayyim’s Rubuzyut 1 2 (p 3 i ) 
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Handwitten Semnn notline titled ‘Opportunity. Fideliw, and Reward,- haed on the parahk of the 
ulmw (Januav 195.5). 
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